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About This Game

Hello gamer this game is for you

JAG is a game that can be played with limited weapons, where everyone is in the
center of the platform.The overall aim of our game is to daily battles between active
players and the player who scored the highest score per week.The game player does

not have a number score ending at his own volition during playing.However, the
game will continue to evolve over time. It is an online game and each room is for 20

people.The logic of the game is to destroy the enemies with simple and limited
movements.Therefore movements like bounce are not available.The game is created

as a simple fun. It's hard to play and aim.
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-More weapons;

-More game modes;

-More items and various other content that will bring more fun into the game.

the army is testing the A.I it creates for the upcoming new world war.A top is setup
on another planet to fight robots.Robots with the highest score are sent to the world

to fight.

Everyone is your enemy.
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Title: JUST a Game
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
KIZILARSLAN, GOKSU
Publisher:
Levity Game
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 , 8 , 8.1 , 10 / 32-bit

Processor: 1.8 GHz Dual-Core 32-bit CP

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 1gb Video RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 650 MB available space

English
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achievements do not work. Tilts the wrong way at slow speeds. Literally the whole point of this train is broken. A few lines of
code would sort this out, and they've had over 4 years to do it.. One of the gifts of video games is the ability to step into
someone else's shoes. You can be another person, live the experience of another culture, explore a whole new mythology. You
can experience whole new lives and identities. You can learn something, develop a new mindset to solve new puzzles.

Or you can have a game about Native Americans that includes South American and African world bits and confuses wigwams
and teepees and actually has a scalp hanging in the happy couple's home, why not? I've never heard of some of the spirits in this
game, and the Native artifacts in this game seem to come from many tribes. I have no idea if the mythology is authentic or not,
and nowhere to start looking.

I am going to give up and appropriate someone else's review.

"Pretty simple but fun game with 4 types of mini game: hidden objects, three-in-a-row, original potions puzzle and boss battles
similar to PuzzleQuest game."

That person gave it a thumbs up so I'll just take that, too. African animals for everyone!. A small and charming game.

Pros:

Art style is simple but consistent. Gets it's themes across.

Difficulty is moderate - not easy enough to be boring, not hard enough to ragequit.
Increases gradually, "croaktel" mode being a harder than "crowtel".

Levels are very decently made, with no off-screen or instant-kill hazards.Neutral:

Isn't a long game - 2-ish hours to complete, plus 1..3 hours to play through developer commentary and
challenges.
Neither does it cost much, though.
Also means that even the harder achievements (speedrun \/ no deaths) aren't too frustrating since you aren't
loosing hours per attempt as with many other games.Cons:

Firing requires button-mashing, with a on-screen projectile limit. This is by no means new and adds a risk-
reward scheme where you can get dangerously close to things to quickly take them out, but personally I'm
not a huge fan.
~15 minutes into "crowtel" mode you get a "charge up" attack which then becomes a preferred method of
dealing with enemies but in "croaktel" there isn't anything like that.

The game could use a setting to separately adjust sound\/music volume.
Overall the game's nice and pros outweight the cons in my opinion.. This game is beautiful, I really enjoy
it. 10\/10. this is an kind of short game which little children generally plays free ones in flash game sites
but this one somehow could managed to sale on Steam with an average price. don't bother to buy and play
on Steam.. "Deep Ones" is not a game for everyone. Heck, it's not even an especially *good* game. But, I
believe that's the point. This is love letter to the clunky platformers produced by Apogee and id that once
dominated PC gaming. "Deep Ones" is a strange throwback to the best of the mediocre games for DOS,
Mac-OS, Windows and Linux. It's a nostalgia bomb for "The Oregon Trail Generation." And in that
capacity, it excels.. Complex and hard puzzle chain game. Long learning curve. This game has all to
please veterans of the genre.. I just think that it had to included in game, not dlc to pay. It just have
additional background information of the game and making of game stuff which the 20c developers
would included in manual.
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I've just returned from the Middle Ages and I can confirm this is exactly what it was like. There were bandits with cannons
constantly besieging the castle (which always seemed to have the most questionable design choices), and the king had an utterly
insufferable laugh. I may have loyally served my lord as a castle engineer, but I cheered when the bandits finally toppled him off
his tower. And then I got back into my time machine. The Middle Ages sucked.

HAW HAW HAW\/10. Would royally tumble again.. This is not how a sailboat shoots, silly - you're thinking of another kind of
ship!

In all seriousness this game is an age of sail shmup reskin that looks like a school project in scope and quality - get if on a
discount for the trading cards maybe.. A well made Riichi Mahjong game with a good variety of rulesets to choose from. An
easy to understand interface with audio and visual indicators make the game accessible even for people new to the game. The
customizable color of the tiles and the board make for a good extra touch.
The biggest issue still seems to be just finding people to play the game online, even though the bot support is also available.
Speaking of the bots, the AI could be a tad bit better, especially when playing with a mix of bots and real players.

Overall the game was a really nice idea, its hard to find a proper Riichi Mahjong game in English. Tenhou is a thing, but that's
in Japanese only.. after playing game for a while now even after explaining i was new in a few games people were just extremely
toxic towards me and thats even with going through the boot camp queues so i cant up vote the game not with the community
being so toxic game is great .... aside from that.. i recommend this game because.1 the graphics good.2 no lag,the game goes
very smooth.3 a lot of wild stunts high intensity.so u could forget sbout the bad comments and will have no fear in buying this
game
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